FORD TELEMATICS™

Manage Your Fleet More Efficiently with

Data Insights and Optimization.
Simple to use and easy to implement, Ford Telematics gives you uptime and productivity tools that can create operational efficiencies from
new fleet insights. You can spend less time managing your vehicles and more on maximizing profits with data-driven fleet optimization.

About Ford
Commercial Solutions
Ford Commercial Solutions provides
focused and relevant fleet and telematics

Factory-Installed or Existing Vehicle Retrofits,
Ford Helps You Manage Your Business Better
and Protect Your Fleet
Ford-engineered and integrated telematics modem technology will enable your vehicles to connect
seamlessly with our platform without the need for an aftermarket Plug-In Device. A Ford-engineered
Plug-In Device is also available to retrofit most recent Ford vehicles already in service.

Telematics Software That Does the Hard Work for You
Ford Telematics is your gateway to our wide range of solutions. This simple, yet powerful tool delivers
manufacturer-grade information, insights and solutions right to your fingertips. The easy-to-use
interface enables you to manage your fleet in real-time and quickly assess where you need to take
action. It’s software that helps you control your fleet.

Key Benefits:

tools that fleets need to optimize, adapt
and become more operationally effective.
We blend Ford technical expertise with
a hands-on understanding of real-world
challenges to give our customers a partner
they can depend on.
We deliver purpose-built solutions
for different kinds of fleets, helping
them optimize resources so they can
commit more time and attention to their
operational priorities. Our telematics

Improve Asset Utilization

Protect Your Fleet

solutions are built on an integrated,

Keep track of the vehicles in
your fleet with GPS tracking
and geofencing capabilities

Receive a range of notifications that can
help you act quickly, protecting your staff,
your vehicles and your operation

open platform designed to evolve as

Maximize Your
Vehicle Availability

Thinking About
the Environment

Receive proactive notifications, Vehicle
Health Alerts and service reminders,
allowing you to plan ahead

Information is provided that can help you
fully utilize the benefits of hybrid vehicles
in your fleet

Optimize Your Running Costs

Improve Driver Behavior


Monitor
the fuel consumption of all your
vehicles and not only identify areas of waste,
but what the causes are, too

Increase efficiency and improve
compliance when you receive a range of
valuable insights into driver performance,
informing you of coaching opportunities

our customers do, flexing to meet their
ever-changing needs.

CONTACT US
Discover what Ford Data Services™
and Ford Telematics™ solutions can
bring to your business.
Call 833-811-FORD (833-811-3673),
contact fcs1@ford.com or visit
commercialsolutions.ford.com.

